
Town of Bakersfield 

Select Board Meeting 

June 11,2018 

 

 

Present 

 

David Ovitt   Corey Parent 

Sam Cribb   Linda Mc Call 

Lance Lawyer  Anissa Sequin 

Mac Newett   Wayne Aiken 

Josh Goss   Lisa Maynard 

Janet Marcotte  Dakota Gagne 

 

Lance Called the meeting to order and Sam seconded it. 

Minutes from Last meeting were reviewed and accepted. 

Warrants were reviewed and signed 

Warrants 

Select Board   14-2018 $14,412.94 

Road    1&2-2018 $9950.10 

 

Corey Parent State Representative from St Albans came to meet with the Board 

and introduce himself. Corey will be running for State Representative in 

Montpelier. He provided some information about his background for this 

position.  



David Ovitt brought up the issues the Town was having with lack of support from 

the State Police and the Sherriff’s office, He also discussed the issues with Rt 36 

and the decline in the conditions of the road. 

Other issues were discussed such as property taxes and education structure. 

Josh brought up Agricultural and sugaring vehicles doing damage to the roads and  

Questions what could be done in Montpelier to hold them accountable for road  

repairs.  

Lisa Maynard was present to request use of the Town offices for prep work for  

the fourth of July celebration.  She also noted Charles Tinker would be holding a  

Bingo in the Town offices. The board informed her both she and Charles would  

need to submit a Building use permit. 

David mentioned there had been issues and the Board was working on these  

issues. Lance made a motion to let the Special Concerns use the building and Sam  

suggested having a town officer present whenever there is a function planned at  

the Town Offices to address any concerns. This can be a Select Board member,  

Constable or Justice of the Peace.  The responsibility of arranging for a Town  

Officer will be done by person requesting the building permit. Sam seconded it. 

Also noted that a cap will be put on how many people can be in the building at  

one time and this will be enforced. 

Jean Marie and Anissa were present to discuss allowing Wayne Aiken to remove  

old desks and some old metal window strips from the Brigham Building 

The building needs to be cleaned out and the school is only permitted to have two  

rooms for storage.  

Lance asked that it be noted that the building/shed that the generator is stored in  

is not to be used as storage for anything except the generator. Anissa agreed it  



will be cleaned out and they will restrict their storage to two rooms at the  

Brigham Building.   

Wayne Aiken will have all old desks and metals cleaned out by the time school  

begins in September.  Wayne will provide personal insurance while he is working  

at the Brigham Building 

Anissa asked if Mac could move the old bottle bin and Mac agreed 

 

Janet Marcott asked if a digital road sign that shows the speed limit could be put  

up in town to indicate to people how fast they are traveling in hopes that this will  

slow them down. 

Dakota Gagne was present to request use of the Green at the Brigham Building  

for the Car Show. Lance asked if they could just cut down on the smoke show.  

Noting that last year other than the few instances of smoking tires everything  

went well. Josh suggested that they use the back exit of the school which would  

discourage the smoking of tires. Lance agreed that a safer egress should be used  

and Anessia will be notified.  A building use permit will need to be submitted  

indicating it is for the Green. Kathy will be asked to amend the Building use  

permit to include the Green at Brigham and the Meadow at the pit. All were in  

favor. 

Abby needs a new computer. It was approved that Kathy be given permission to  

check out prices of either a new computer or Lap top. Also mentioned that Kathy  

is using Vera’s typewriter. Vera has stated she would be willing to trade for a  

printer that is in storage no decision was made.   

 



It was suggested By Kathy that with a few modifications two doors could be  

inserted in the back room of the town clerk’s office which would allow people  

to use the room without access to the town Clerks office or area of other  

staff.  Handicapped ramps would need to be put in and porta potties would need  

to be used. This will be placed on the agenda and be discussed further at the next  

meeting.   

Linda McCall was present to discuss the gravel pit. Sam purposed that Linda be  

appointed as a Town Agent for the gravel pit. She has agreed to think about it.  

She will be compensated for time and expenses.  

Discussion of the old camp on the gravel pit property and how it should be  

removed.   

Sam questioned if the 5K run needs a permit and if it was covered under towns  

insurance. It is not covered and does need to submit a route plan. 

 

Discussion about light on flag pole and honor role. 

 

Lance discussed with the Commander of the State Police barracks. They  

suggested sending a letter and stated if the letter does not produce results they  

will follow up. David Ovitt drafted a letter which we will ask Kathy to send out. 

 

Sam motioned we adjourn the meeting and Josh seconded it. 

 

 

   


